
BOUNCE
BACKABILITY      

A SCHOOL EVENT FOR YEARS 5-12

Stories of resilience

In response to the pandemic and the impact it is having on the next generation,
Project Gen Z has launched a new school event, ‘Bouncebackability’, real stories of
resilience to prove that no matter how tough things get, we all have the ability to

recover after setbacks.
 



A SCHOOL EVENT FOR YEARS 5-12

The event
 

Bouncebackability is an event for years 5-12. During the event students
will hear ‘real’ stories of resilience, strength and success. Our speakers,

entrepreneurs, changemakers and leaders, will share their diverse
journeys, inspiring experiences, tips and takeaways to support students
to develop a growth mindset, resilience, and walk away feeling inspired

and ready to overcome challenges.
 
 

Resilience
Growth mindset
Problem solving
Goal setting
Leadership
Adaptability
Exploring careers

Outcomes

 

Resilience;
The ability to bounce back after adversity.

 
 

Up to 150 students
Online event or oncampus 

Book now: info@projectgenz.com.au
 
 



 
We have 30 incredible entrepreneurs, change makers and leaders lined
up ready to share their inspiring journeys at part of this exciting event.

 
 

MEET THE SPEAKERS.. .

Cam Merchant, 
Proffesional Cricketer, ex-Mafs star

Anneliese Reeves, 
Founder of One Tribe Village

Caroline Brunne, Founder of OCD

Dr Lisa Gadd, Founder of Living Health Group

Liz Volpe Founder Project Gen Z & League
of Extraordinary Women

Denzel Gargar, Youtuber

Vera Goral, Author & mental awareness advocate

Thai Ho, Founder of Ho Chi Mama

At just 16 years old, Thai found himself sitting in Kylie
Minogue's record company doing a deal to run
Melbourne's biggest under 18's event. He went on to
become one of Australia's most successful event
promoters, running concerts and festivals around the
world.
Thai recently moved into the world of hospitality opening
3 of Melbourne's Top 10 restaurants 'Ho Chi Mama'. Thai
shares his story of starting young, the mistakes he made
and how he has stayed focused on his goal to get to the
top.

Cam started playing cricket as a young boy and
dreamt of playing professionally. Fastforward and
that's exactly what happened! Cam has an
incredibly inspiring story, from cricket, finding love
on MAF's, to being on holiday with his family in
Phuket when the 2004 Tsunami struck. Cam was
left in a state of devastation and his life was
changed forever. Cam's story focuses on staying
positive, overcoming adversity and how to live a
fulfilled life.

As a 15 year girl Anneliese wanted to change the
world, so fundraised and supported a group of
aboriginal young people to achieve their dream of
visiting the beach for the first time. Anneliese
surprised everyone with her leadership, go
getting attitude and determination to rise over
challenges. Now Anneliese runs her own e-
commerce social enterprise 'One Tribe Village'
and continues to focus on making a difference in
the world.

Growing up in a large family, Caroline was no
stranger to diaries, planners and checklists. As a
result, organisation became an innate part of
Caroline’s personality. It wasn’t until many years
later when she began her career in the events
industry that Caroline realised her talent was
more than a skill set. Caroline now runs Organise,
Curate, Design which is a life management agency
to help people get organised!  Caroline shares her
message of how she tapped into her unique
strengths to find a career she now loves.

Dr. Lisa Gadd has always been fiercely passionate
about health, however It wasn't until suffering a
stroke in 2014 that she was able to appreciate the
implications of what it is to lose bodily function, to
deal with the emotional loss of poor health, or to
understand the resilience required to rebuild the
mind, body, and spirit post trauma.In this period
Lisa harnessed courage and a firm commitment
to reframe her belief systems to ensure she was
able to come back stronger than ever.
Today Dr. Lisa Gadd is an esteemed business
leader and the founder of Living Health Group. 

As the founder of Project Gen Z Liz’s purpose is focused
on educating the youth of today in entrepreneurial
thinking. She knows only too well the importance of
these skills having herself landed in Australia in her early
twenties with nothing more than a backpack full of
dreams and a heart full of determination.  Liz shares her
story of how she found her passion, raised over $150
million for charities and launched Project Gen Z to
inspire & educate young people around the world.
 

Vera migrated to Australia from Afghanistan at just 8
years old. It was a tough journey and at such a young
age Vera lost hope that her life might be like the other
girls and boys she met. Vera now shares her story to
young people to support them through tough times. As
a mental awareness advocate Vera is writing her first
book to bring hope to others and show that tough
times don't last and dreams can come true.

Denzel is the son of an accountant who’s a yet to be
famous YouTuber! The life he lives and the videos he
creates exemplify the lifestyle of dreaming BIG, and at
the same time dreaming practically. The dream? GOD
GIVEN TALENT, a media company Denzel has launched
on YouTube. 
In Denzel's presentation he shares his rollercoaster
journey from school through to becoming a youtuber,
and all of the challenges along the way. 

http://www.livinghealthgroup.com.au/




 
 

Online & on campus events
Years 5-12

 
Get in touch

info@projectgenz.com.au
projectgenz.com.au

@projectgenz
 


